
Interstellar Planets

The presen@ oi unseen nas in lhe $ld neigtborhood ha prompted modclling
of. and scarches for. a populaiion of @l- low m6s stc to nale up the deficit.
Such broM dNar6 de donght to eist withi. a mds .ange of 0.01 M. < M <
0.08 M.. In this paper. rhe pcsibiliry ol the ensteDce ol ianrselrdl pladr (ISPI,
oI mass .mge 5 x 10 , Mo < M < 0.01 M:. is exanined. Six potendal nodes oI
lomadon of ISPS de identified, althotrgh $ne tr€ mutnally excluive, depending
on difierent @snogonic h}?orhe*s. ISPS are of two bdic typ€s: those forned
soliley within moleolar .louds and rnose fomed *irhin, add subsequendy un
bound fron, planatary sysle6. Wtne the exGteDe of the fomer is n.c€rtain,
inte.stelld plaeis of the unbound va.iery almosr definitelt exnl, ahhough nol in
suficient qudriry lo asourt lor lhe reer nN. The nnnbcr dcnsily of unbound
planets in the solar neighborhood may be of a simild, or gearer, order of magnitndc
ro that Df sia6. lhe oajo.i5' of rhem being nasive planeFsinals ej€cr€d non
planetary sysiems iD fomatior. The ftdest extra-elar planct may thus be closer
io thc solar systef than the nearsr srar.

Key Vltds: plM.ts, cosmogont, dork nader

1. INTRODUCTION

Do all planets exist within systems, orbiting a primary star, or is
it possible that some planets are soiitary, wandering unaccompa
nied the depths of inteEte ar space? Cotrsidering the fact that
there is not yet convincing evidence for the existence of any plan-
erar) \ ! \ rem othef rhan our own. thrs quecrion may seem pre-
matu.e. However, it has bemme apparert from studies of stelar
kinematics that aboui half the mass in the solar neighborhood is
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unaccounted for, or "missing".r h is not obvious what type of
characteristic body this unseetr mass is made from_ The main cor-
stlaint for an object to have escaped observation up to rhe present
time is that it should have a low, substellar luminosily, and tbus
the unseen mass could in theory be accounted for by large numbers
of planet-mass intentellar bodies. Specularion concernirg the ex-
istence of ifltersEllar plaretr (ISPS) has appeared sporadicaly in
lhe literatnre ov€r many years. Ir 1963. Opik: wrote. "There must
be numbery of runawal planets in interstellar space. joining a hoe
oJ independent da* lil e suns and planets which trerc never boun(l
to a t star. If planets can Inye oriqilated in the yici/tit,\) of a sun,
therc b no wlid rcason why these small bodies couLl not harc
o ginated also i dependently . trithout being grat)itational, attached
to a latger bodJ." T\e tumber density of ISPS ir rhe solar neigh-
borhood is unknown; in this paper a number of processes rhat
mighl give rise to ISPS are discussed in an artempt ro provide
constnints as to their abundance.

To contain such speculation to within reasonable limits. ir is
necessary to sct upper and lower boundaries within which an object
can be considered "planetary." The most favored candidate body
to account for the urNeetr mass in the solar neiehborhood is the
srown d$arl .  a bod'  norma ) con\rdered lu be more massi\e
r lan r  pl i iner.  but helo$ lh( hvdrogen hurning miniJnum ma*
lirnit (- 0.08 M3) that would give it rhe luminosity characreristic
ofa main sequence star. Such objecrs rvould derive their luminosity
ihrough gravitational contraction and rhe fusion of light elemenrs
and are expected to fade to near invisibility on a timescale of
- 1 Gvr after formatiotr. At the prcsetrt rime, no nearby solitary
brown dwarfs have been detected, although there are a number
of candidates in binary star systems. such as \aB8Br and the re-
cently discovered companion to the star HD114762.5

Should a brown dwarf be properly classified as a planer or a
star? Black6 has defhed a brown dwarf as "anj sub stellar mass
bolly formed bt t]rc same prccest that forms starc.' ' Thus, according
to this, an isolated brown dwarf. formilg from a fragment of a
contracting gas cloud, without any significanr dissiparion or chem-
ical fractionation, is clearly a "failed star" rather than an oversized
jovian planet. Howev€r, it would rot do to call an inrerstellar
condensation of, say, Earth mass a star rather than a planet, and
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thus the need ro druw an upper mass limit below which an object
ceases b€ing called a brown dwarf slar and is instead designated
as a plaret despite the mode of formation.

Is it possible, as hinted at by Opik, that t}le brown dwarf mass
function extends down to masses characteristic of plarcts in the
solar system giving rise to numerous ISPS? It is as yet unknown
whether the stellar mass function increases below 0.1 Mc into the
browr dwarf range and the browtr dwarf mass funclion itself can
only be guessed at. On the assumption tlat the mass function for
low mass stars car be extrapolated below 0.08 tr4l], D'Antona and
Mazzitelli3 calculat€d that the missing mass could be accounted for
by a population of brown dwarfs with a mtuimum mass of
- 0.003 Mo and a rumber density of - 11 pc I. Howev€r, the-
oretical studies of brown dwarf formation have identfied a lower
limit to their mass of - 0.01 0.02 Mo as gas cloud fragmentarior
terminates when individual ftagments become opaque.ls In the
light of this, Prcbste has modelled a brown dwarf population of
number density - 1-6 pc 3, minimum mass 0.01 Mo and total mass
density of half the observed density, for comparison with obser-
vational results. Thus, although there is no universally accepted
value for the midmum mass of a brown dwarf, it do€s appear that,
if they exist at a]l, t]le bro*n dwarf mass functiotr truncates at a
value well in excess of the masses of th€ solar planets. The smallest
brown dwarf is likely to mass 3 20 Jupiters.

Thus, here we set the upper planetary mass limit as 0.01 NI...
In setting this limit, brorla dwarfs ard ISPS arc thus recognized
as distinct objects. Colelo has suggested a lower limit to aplanetary
mass on physical grounds at which elastic forces within the plan-
etary body begin to dominate ove. gravitadonal forces. He cal
culates this to be for a body of - 101e kg, with a diameter of
- 300 km. However, adoption of this thrcshold would mean ihat
a number of astercids, the comet Chiror and many medium-sized
planetary satellites would be defined as plan€lary. Thus, for the
purposes of this study of ISPS, lhe lower planetary mass limit is
arbitrarily set at 1[P'zkg (- 5 x l0 e M.). diameter - 2500 km:
thus including all t}le solar syslem planefs and their major salellires.
The mass domain assumed for this study of ISPS is illustrared in

As recognized by Opik, intente ar planers might originate in
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two distinct situations. They might either form as a solitary ag-
gregate in a similar fashion to that of a star, or they may originat€
within a planetary system and be Iater ejected. This dichotomy
can be used as the basis for a classificatiotr of ISPS. In this DaDer:
theretore. we choose ro label lSPs of lhe lormer rype ingular
plarer' (SPs), ard the latter as unbound planeE (UBPS). The hy-
pothesized ISPS of each type are discussed below.

2. SINGULAR PLANETS

The choice of the term ringulal is a deliberate double entendre.
If star forming regions also give birth to isolated objects of plan-
etary mass, then such planets would rot just b€ solitary. bur would
also differ radicatly in mode of formation from planets ofginating
within a solar system- As mentioned above, th€ most highly re,
garded theory ol sfar formation, that of bulk hydrodynamic col,
lapse and fragmentation of gas clouds. seems to preclude the for-
mation ofisolated bodies of< 0.01 M.. Ifstar and planet formation
occur the way most astronomers think. th€n singular plarets do
not exisl. However, cosmogeny is a subjecl lhat as yet defies a full
understanding and which still pemits the exist€nce of altemative
hypotheses. In this section, two such hypotheses are briefly our,
lined which have particular rclevance to SP formation.

In a theory where stars are formed by being builr up from nu,
merous smaller bodies, the case for rhe existeDce of SPs is much
stronger. Mccrearr has put forward an explanation of the angular
momenta of the sun and plarcts by proposing that the sun was
formed by the collision and aggregation of - lff "floccules," tran-
sient and isolated regions of bigh deNity wirhin a cloud of inter-
stellar matter that is going to form a star cluster. Some floccule
aggregates that failed to be incorporated inro the Sun went into
orbit around it to become protoplanets. Mccrea's prime concern
was to explain the fomratior of the solar system and he did not
elaborate on the midmum stellar mass p.edicted by his rheory.
However, where stan are being formed from a swarm of smaller
objects, it would not be suprising if the minimum mass turned
out to be considerably less than that prcdicred by the standard
theory. With the average floccule mass being - 2 x 1G5 kg, with
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a temperaturc of - 50 K and a density of - 10_6 kg m I, the
Jeans mass for floccule material would be about 48 floccules. Thus.
the smal lesr aggregate thar might be \ table enough ro col lapse
would be of halfthe mass ofJupiter, w€I wirhin the range adopted
as being plan€tary. The realization that rhe floccules misht be too
shorr- l iveJ ro ful t i l l  tbeir  purpose and lhat the Sutr and planelary
system probably possessed about ren timesthe angularmomentum
than at presetrt has recendv caused Mccrea to r€vise his theory.r2
The s' . tcm oo\a has ro be assembled from panr thdt are 100 l imes
fewer, but with the mass of each being a hundred times great€r.
Consequently floccules are replaced by bodies of protoplaretary
mass, which arc stable once formed. lf such objecis could form
within dense intenlellar gas clouds, then those that do not become
incorporated into visible stars could in pinciple make up a pop-
ulatior of "Jupiters" that might accounr for the unseen mass. Ia
is interesting to note t}tat the brown dwarf population modelled
by D'Antorla and Mazziteli has a number densitv of - 9 Dc 3
ber$een 0.001 0.01 M .  Sucb a poputal iun i .  rhoughr unt ikeiy ro
exist in thc standard picture of star formatiotr.

Singular planets may also exisr at th€ botrom end of the mass
rarge as "plomets)' giant comers of platretary size. The prove-
0ance ol  comels remains uncenain.r '  eren lhough the maio; i r)  ot
curent opinjon favon a solar system origin. Clube and Napier
have been prominent itr advocating an inrerstellar origin of com
ets.r4.rs They envisage comets b€ing formed in molecular clouds,
either by sedimentation ofdust.16 orby differential mdiation pres-
sue,r7 and thus provide atr explanatiotr for rhe heavy element
d€pletion obsewed in molecular clouds- They estimate a com€t
number densiry of 10 I AU 3 within the cloud and 10 J AU 3
within the galactic disk as a whole, consistent with the failure to
observe comets on hyperbolic [ajecrori€s entedry rhe solar sys-
tem.r3 This is linked to a theory of terresrrial catasrrophism where
comets are captured by the Sun as ir passes through galactic spi.al
arms. They propose that episodic climate changes, massextincrions
and geological changes, such as magneric field reversals, are evi-
dence for the arrival and br€ak-up of gianr comets in the inner
solar system. Thus, if giant comets exist and originatc wiahin mo-
l€cular clouds, the largest of them may quatily as Sps.

Napier and Humphriesre have provided a model where comers
grow in the star forming rcgiotrs of interstellar clouds by the co-
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agulation of grains driven by a photo-desorption mechanism within
a UV radiation field. In such an environment thev estimate a
collapse rime of ICP- l0e ),r wirh comels torming of dimensions up
to lunar size in particularly quiescent regions. This proposed 'pop-

ulalion of intentelar comets antl moons" is oliterest to this study
of ISPS as the most massive of them, - lG, kg, is wirhin the range
adopted. The unc€rrainties are so great, however, that it is rot
possible to derive a number density of such objects in interstellar
space. An upper limit can be estimated from two consrmints, the
lack of such bodies passing through th€ solar system in recorded
history and the metal depletion of the gatary. According to Napjefl
if bodies of mean mass ,n kg and number density n AU-3 are
produced in giant molecular clouds with iifetimes a vr, then over
l0 o J r  lhe meral conteor locked up in sucb bodres r i :

r, . n or F.f!9Ll.gi l0 I
u- r '  uJ (174 \  l0/r  

(  l )

Galactic chemistry requires 62 < 0.1, so the number density of
"plomets" could b€ as high as - 10 - 3 AU 3 (- lG pc 3) wirhout
violating any obvious constraints- In reality. however, since the
cometary mass distribution probably tails off at masses above
- 10'?0 kg, the number density of truly planerary srzeo come6,
should a population of interstellar comers exist at al, is likely to
be far less.

The above analysis of the prospect for the exislence of singnlar
planets would fill lew astronomers with optimism. It se€ms that
SP formatioo requires the most favored cosmogonic hypoth€ses to
be wrong. This is quite possible, in which case singular ptatrets
might be very abundant. However, if the general thrust of the
majo ty of current research is in the .ight direction, interstellar
planets must be stray bodies, unbound and lost from their original
planetarv systems.

3. UNBOUND PLANETS

For the purposes of this stud],, UBPS are classified into two srouDs
de\lgndred ldrp rlp? and ?aiy Np?. Late rype UBp. dre d;fin;d
as planets ejected ftom systems whe.e t}le process of planetary
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formation is complete and €arly type are proioplanets or plane-
tesimais of planetary mass ejected from sysrens ir formation.

3- 1. Production of Late Type Unbound Planeas

Fogg'?1 has identified two planetary unbinding mechanisms that
might serve to produce UBPS. namely a supernova of the central
star and close stellar encouniers.

3.1.1. Supernowe

when a star explodes as a supernova (SN)- it ejects a substaniial
amount of its mass in a blast *,ave at high velocity. From the poirt
of view of an orbiting planet this loss is effectively insrantaneous
and ifthe star expels more fian half its mass in the explosion. the
plarets will becomc unbound-

There are no aheoretical consideraiions that totally rule out the
formation of planets aboui Type II SN progenitor stars. The main
constraint wouldbe tharplanelsmust havc the limc to lbrm during
the Main Scquence lifetime of the primary. The lower limit lbr
the mass of a Type II SN progenitor is not known due to uncer-
tainties regarding the evolution of iniermediate mass stars of 2.3
8 M.. It appears that stars of > 8 Nl. undergo a core collapse
SN,z'? leaving a ne tron star remnant of < 2 M.. and stars of
< 4 M. become white dwarfs. Sra$ bet$ eer 4 8 M.. either evolve
to the white dwad stage- or undergo degenerate carbon ignition,
producing a carbon deflagration SN. whichdisrupts the entirc star,
leavirg no remnant at all Unless ahe SN prcgenitor suffers cxlcn-
sive mass loss, reducing it to < 4 M- beforc thc cxplosion. then
the unbinding of any planetary systcm is incrirable.

The main seq ence lifetime of a star is roughly IN,s : ros
(M,4r4u) r'5 yr Thus. 4 M. stars end re for - 3 x 10s vr and
8M."starsfor-6 x 107 yr. The timescale forplanetaly formation
vades wiih competing models from - 10t rr according to the gas
eous protoplaner h]?othesisr'to - 10t 10r yr by rhc accrction of
planetesimals.r5 Eithcr wa),. it sccms lhat plancts could rcach an
advanced stagc of tbamation arcund supemova progenitor siars.
Th(r number density of UBPS produced by lhe supernova mech-
anism is expected to be:
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where ,l. is the stellar number density;/sN is the fraction of sta$
that undergo SN explosion;i is the fraction of single stars. those
assumed to have planetary systems.'z6 andr/ is the average number
of planets surrounding such a star. Her€ we take I = 0.3 (Apt'z7).
r. -' 0.1 pc I and n/ : 10 (on the assumption that satellites do
not become unbound from planets and that no population of"plo-
mets" exist *'ithin ary circumstelar cometary cloud).

The fraction /sN can be estimated from the initial stellar mass
sDcctrum dedved b!' Scalo4:

where M is the stellar mass and'y = 1.94 + 0.94 Ioe(M). lf
supernovae occur for stars of > 4 M:. then tc^- - 0.01 and '?uB|
- 3 x l0 r pc 3. If, as seens more tikely, ody stars of > 8 Mr
explode, then^N - 0.002 and nuBp - 6 x 10 +pc 3.Itisapparent

that tie supernova urbinding mechanism does rot give rise to
abundant numbe$ of unbound planets rclative to stars.

3.1.2. Close S.e at Encou te6

Gravitational perturbation into an escape orbit by a passing star
is another mechanism that might serye to unbird planers and dis-
tribute them into inte.stellar spacc.

IIills} bis simulaled the scenario of a close encounter betvrcen
a 1 M. star/planet s."stem with ar intruding star of I M.. He found
that if thc closes! approach of the intruder is I 3 times the semi-
major axis of the orbi! or less. then the encounter tended io in-
crease the scmimajor axis of the S/P sj_stem or ro dissociate it
altogether. The probabilitv of the solars,"slcm planctshaying been
dislurbed over the lifetime of the Sun can givc somc indicarion as
to the prevalence of UBPS produced b-v_ close stcllar cncountcrs.

Over a time r. the most probable inpact parameter in AU ol
any stcllar intruder relative to anolher star is:

^  ^ - ^  l , p .  \ / r U ' \ r i / i U k m .  r \  l r  .P ,  2 r r l l '  l l  l l  l l  A l  , r ,
l \  r '  ' \  /  / \  '

where , is the average relativc stcllar vclocitv. For the Sun we
have t = 4-6 x 10eyr and o : 30 km s t; thus P0 : 980 AU.

(3)
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According to Hills, an encounter at an impact parameter of p =
40 AU or less would have l€ft its mark on the solar planets, rhe
piobabiliry of rhis being - (PiPoF - 0.0017. This low probability
indicat€s that the srellar encounter mechanism for unbinding planets
is very inefficient itr our comparatively uncrowded suburb of the
Milky way.

The number density of UBPS produced in this wav can be es,
timated from the following equation:

(
\  B p  .  2 n . l . P u '  

I  P n . , \ p t  d p  p c  r s r

where P is the impact parameter of th€ stellar intruder and r"r(p)
is a function determining the number of planets ejected by the

The following €quation was derived ro represent the ejection
tunction, using a Bode's Law arrangemenr ofplanets ofsemimajor
axes l1 > 0.7 AU and assuming rhar half rhe planets wilh d > p

o z r ' ( T p - 1 . ) .

Thus. so long as Pu >> P and assuming rhe a\crage exrent of a
typical planelarr svstem is similar to rhe solar slsten. Eq. (.1)

, , , " - . . , . , , .  l " -  { o p  0 7 2 p I n ( + p  - ] ) J , " * ' ,

Solving Eq. (6) with input paramerers appropriate ro the solar
neighborhood gives the value nuBp - 4.2 x 10 5 pc 3.

However, the choice of a srellar number density of n, .- 0.1
pc 3 (case (i)) repres€nts only visible stars. If the unseen matrer
in the solar neighborhood is taken into account, esrimates for the
number density of UBPS of this type can be substantially increased.
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Three alternative values o{ n. are considered here. Case (ii): the
un\een mass is comprised ot stel lar rem0ants such as dim whi le
dwarfs, giving n. - 0.2 pc 3. Case (iii): a population of brown
dwarfs exists, similar to that modelled by Probst,e giving n, - 1.7
pc 3. Case (iv): a population of brown dwarfs exisrs, similar to
that modelled by D'Artona and Mazzitelli.r giving z. - 11 pc 3.
All these models sadsry Hill's criterion that the probabiliry of a
slellar encounter ofP < 40 AU overthe lif€rime ofthe solar svstem
i.  l

Table I summarizes the rcsulrs for late rype UBps, in terms of
numberderNity, for the solar neighborhood. Esrimares are divided
into thre€ colunns depending on rhe rate of supernova produced
UBPS. Case (a): supernova progedror srars do not poss€ss planets;
case (b): stars of > 8 M, eject planers by rhe SN mechanism; and
case (c): stars of> 4Mo eject planets by rhe SN mechanism. These
data sho\a' that reasonable estimates of ,ruur vary by 4 orders of
magnitude due to uncertainri€s offactoE such as rhe stellar rumber
density and the nature ofrhe local unseen mass. The value ofnuRl
for case (iv). however, must be considered as an over-estimate as
the majority of encounters would be with obje€rs of < 0.01 Ma
which nould be le\ .  l ikely ro cause senou\ gravi tar ional disrurb-
ance. The planetary systems of such "srars" might also be more
compact than considered above, reducing the impact parameter
required for unbinding to occur. Moreover, since brown dwarfs of

TABLE I

SN for

(b)

SN lor

in wDs (ii)

D d d M B D

'1.2 x 10 r

1.7 x l0  I 1 6 x t 0  l

1 . 3 x 1 0  1

5 . 1  x 1 0 '

1 2  x  1 0  r

5 . ' x i 0 L
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< 0.01 M.. may rever form in the first place, a value of nuBp of
between 4.2 x 10 5 atrd 1.5 x 10 2 seems more plausible.

Unless a massive population of brown dwarfs, accompanied by
th€ir own planets, exists, then ii is apparent that the relative scarc
ity of stars and the rarity of stellar encounters is not conducive to
frequent disruption and unbinding of tully formed planetary sys-
lems. Late tlpe UBPS are rarc and will be in any environment
where the stellar number d€nsity is not exceptionally high. How-
ever, in contrast to the case ofsingularplanets, it is at least possible
to state with a reasonable degree of confidence that unbound planets
€xist. Foggl has investigared the radiat abundance gradients of
such UBPSin the galactic plane. For case (ib), the stellar encounter
production mcchanism dominates over the SN mechanism only at
distances of < 0-9 kpc from the galactic certer. Only in exotic
locatities, such as within the heart of a galaxy or globular cluster,
would ,'r,R! approach the Iimiting value of n-i,p.

3.2. P.oduction of Early Type Unbound Planets

A potentially rich source of UBPS are planetary sysrems in for-
mation. Recenl rescarch suggests that gravilational scattering of
massive planetesimals into hyperbolic orbits during rhe accumu-
lation process is likely. thc details depending on rhe cosmogony.
A Iarge number of papers havc been published on rhc subject of
planetarl formation- particularlv in lhe last decadel rhe rericw
below is a very limited attempt to assess the relevance of modern
cosmogenv to thc production of unbound planets-

The most highlyregarded mod€Is ofthe solar n€bula djvjde into
l$o Llpe\:  a ma\\ i re nebula of I  M $here giant gaceou\ f ' ro-
toplanets form by gravitational instability,4 atrd a low mass nebula
of - 0.02 14. where the terrestrial planets and the cores of the
giant planets form by the accumulation of planetesimals.a; The
latter model, being cuIretrtly the most fashionable, is considered
first.

The accretion prccess within a heliocentric swarm of planetes-
imals is thought to proceed as follows- Once an embryo planet
reaches a certair mass. it undergoes a rutraway accretion, rapidly
sweeping up the r€maining pianetesimals in its feeding zone. It is
probable that the rumber of planetary embryos formed initially
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was considembiy greater than the final number of planers. The
grant planets. partic larly Jupiter and Sarum. then grow further
by gravitational accretion of nebular gas. Ir the latter stages, the
domirant process changes from accumularion ro ejection as the
random velocities ofthe planetesimals are increased bv encounrers
wilh larger bodies. Once Jupirer had forrned, ir would have acted
as a very efficient ejector of marerial. the probability of cjection
per encounter being 2-3 orders of magnitude higher than that of
collision.ro Fernandez and lp3'have modelled.he formarion ofthe
Oort Cloud by the scaftering of icv planeresimals by the giant
planets. The percentage of ejecta escaping the solar sysrem as
opposed to vrinding up in the Oort Cloud was for each planet:
IWiIer.976/.,t Satum- 867,r Uranus. 437. and Ncptune, 28/..
Thus. while Neptune and Urarus may have been rhe primary con-
tributon to the Oort Cloud, Jupirer and Satum would havc beer
most responsible for unbinding marerial and laurching it into ir

A planetesimal would count as a planet (i) when it rcaches a
charactcristic mass and (ii) wher it c€ases signficant growth. Thus,
tbr early type UBPS to be abundanr, massive planetesimals musr
come into existence during platretary system formation and some
must tre cjected rarher rhan colliding v/ith a future plan€t. Much
interest has beer shown reccntly in a population of such massive
planetesimals witi respect to the impact origin of the Moon' and
to explair the spin atrd orbiral properties of the planets.33

WetherilF4 has simulated the formation of the terrestrial planets
liom a swarm ofplanetesimals and has foutrd thar the accumularion
of large plaretesjmals that fail ro become planers may be a normal
phenomenor. Midx'ay through rhe growrh of the swann, - 100
bodies of lunar mass, - 10 bodies of mercudatr mass and seveml
of the mass of Mars are in existetrce_ By rhe end of rhe accrction
process, t!?ically - 57, of thc mass of th€ swalm has been per
turbcd into Jupiter crossing orbits and is assumed to be ejecred
from the solar system. This mass loss is preferenrially in < 1G3 kg
bodies, implyirg that - 8 Moon-sized UBPS could have been pro-
cluced as a byproduct of terrestrial planet accretion. The creation
of UBPS of up to Mars size within rhis scenario is tror implausible.

Vuch more ma.. i \e planele\ imals coulLl  have come inro er irr
€nce in thc outer solar systcm. If the nebular densiq falls otT as
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1/a, t]ien the limiting mass of a runaway planetary embryo is pro,
portional to rr5. This is indeed suggested by the variarion in
obiiquify and rotation of the planets which is too great to be the
result of average accumulation of small particles. HartmaDn and
Vai133 have investigated the largest size of impacting planetesimals
requlred to €4)lain these properties. Their most promising model
involves the planers in th€ inner solar system being hit by a pop-
ulation of impactors associated with each planet, ranging up to a
few percent of each planet s mass. The ourer solar system is dom
inated by a scaftercd swarm of Jupiter planetesimals with masses
of up to 2Vo the mass of Jupiter. Such a model predicts the low
obliquity of Jupiter and the high obliquity of Uranus as they arc
struck by giant planeresimals of rhe lowest and highest relative
mass, rcspectively. The presence of Jupiter-scatter€d planetesimals
has also been invoked to explain th€ high relative velocities of the
asteroids and the dearth of mass in the asteroidal resion. In a
recenr inre\ l rgat io0. Wetheri l t  :  has simulared rhe simutraneous
orbital evolution of 500 4 x 1Gt kg asteroids inreracting wirh 100
4 x 10,1k9 (2/3 Earrh mass) Jupiter-scatr€red ptanetesimats. Aft€r
700 Myr, 94o/a of the mass in the astercidal region had been lost
and alnost aI of the Jupiter planeresimals wer€ found to be eiecred.
Simrldr calculat ions wi lh smal jer Jupirer-zooe bodres sho$ed lhal
these objects had to be > 1.8 x 1Ga kg to be €ffecrual in accel-
erating most of the asteroids to high velocities. Thus, a substantial
population of massive ourer solar system platretesimals can be
invoked to resolve a number oI problems. The conservation of
mass during the accumulation process in this regiotr would have
beer much less efficie than rhat in the rerrestiai zone because
of the gfeater disrance from rhe Sun and the p.esence of more
massive planets, especialy Jupiter. This provides the strcng pos-
sibility of the ejection of such plarctesimals liom rhe solar sysrem
and the prcductiotr of early type UBPS of up to several Earth

Otre of the prcblems with the planerary acc.etion h)?orhesis is
that the cores o{ the giant planets must grow rapidly in < 106 yr
so that th€y can acqete their gaseous €trv€lopes before the pro-
toplanetary disk is dispersed by the Sun's T-Tauri stellar wind.
Minimum mass models ofthe solar nebr a give accr€tion timescales
of - 103 yi for Jupiter to longer than the age of th€ solar system
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for Neptune. Lissaucr'6 has proposcd rhat accrerion timescales can
be gread], reducedifthe minimum mass disk assumptior is relaxed.
If the sudace densit\r of solids in the Jupiaer zone was 5 l0 times
that required to account for the Jovian core (10-25 M^). then ir
cuuld havc gro$n rdf idh In I  In,  \ r .  I r  rvortr l  ihen hare
rapidly accreted gas to grow to 318 M6 whereupon ir would have
dominated a targe region of the solar s\'stem through gravjtaaional
perturbations. Lissauer's modcl implies rhal if Jupirer-s zone cor-
tained 5-10 limes the amount of solids conrained \liihin its core-
thcn > 50 Ms must have been ejected from rhe solar svsrem. It
m ' g n l h a t e b e e n l h a t J . i g n i | i c a n t | I J ( l i U n o | | h N
taincd within bodics of planetary dimension

Ifthe protoplanel hypothcsislris the co.rect cosmogonic iheory,
then it is likcly that- in the terminal srag€s of planehrv formation,
ejcction of exccss solids into interstellar space would occur in a
similar manner to that outlin€d above. However. Lawron3T has
outlined a possible mechanism where urcondensed prctoplaners
of roughly 10 Earth masses, in orbir about O.B class srars. might
be propelled to escape vclocirv bv a srrong stellar wind orradiation
pressure. This idea $as based on observations of Htt maser con,
centrations in W49 that wcre tentatively jnterprered as an aggre
gate of protoplanetary formatiotrs ir rhe vicinity of a massive pro-
tostar.3s Further observations3e of the radial velocitv disDersions
ol Lhe.e \ources suggesled rhal .ome ut them drc appru"cir ing rhc
escape velocily of the system. On rhe assumprion that ten such
prolopldnet.  are cjected per O. B cla\ \  s lar and rhe! can coouen,e
in free space, Lawlon estimared a number densit_v for these UBPS
of - I pc r. However, this value is unrealisticall,v higb by 2 3
orders of magnitude as Latlrotr greatiy underes.imared thc life
times of the parent stars and thus overesrimates their pasr abun-
dance. In fact. since these stars are the rvpe thal ulrimarely suftcr
supernova explosiotr, ihe number densir-v of UBPS produced by
the Lawton model should be similar in magnitude to that given by
the SN model, i.c.. ruBp - 10 I pc r.

It therefore appean that the formadon of early rypc UBPS is
quite probable, the details depending on (i) *hich cosrnogonic
iheory is correct and (ii) the mass distribution of planeresimals. It
is not possible- however. ro make any firm predicrions as ro rhc
number density of such obj ects in irrersrellar space. In a q ualitative
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study of some of the runs of his computer simulation, Ip{ has
estimated that the ejection of 5 Mars-sized bodies is possible in
some circumstances. giving nuBp - 5/,n. pc r or 0.15 pc I using
the number density of visible stars only. This may represent a low
estimate if Lissauer's cosmogonic model is corr€d;rhe ejection of
100 "Jupiter zone bodi€s" per sta. would give r"," - 3 pc ..

4. CONCLUSIONS

A classification of interstellar planels has been proposed and six
polential mechanisms for the formation have been reviewed,

(1) Singular Planets

(a) Formation of isolated sub-brown dwarf mass bodi€s in star
forming regions, if stellar mass tunction extends below 0-01 M..)
(nuBp - 10 pc J).

(b) Formation of giant comets of up to lunar size withir molec-
ular clouds (2.,u,, < 103 pc :).

(2) Unbound Planets (Late Type)

(a) Ejection frorn a star svstem after supcmova of the cenrral
star (nGp - 10 r pc 3).

(b) Gmvitational scatiering and ejection from aplanctary system
following a close ercounterwith a foreign srar (nuup - l0 ',10 ,
p c ' ) .

(3) Unbound Planets (Ea y Type)

(a) Gnvitatioml scattering and ejectior of massive planeres;
mals during the terminal stages of planetary accumulation (rusf
-  0.1-10 pc i ) .

(b) Ejection of giant gaseous protoplanets from tie vicinity of
O,B class sta$ by stellar wind or radiation pressure (nuBp - 10 l
pc 3).

Figure 2 shows the most likely mass range for ISPS in each
category.
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FIGURE 2 Tbe likely n6 rmges of four t)?es ol ISP. Bes represcnt, in order
of rop ro bouon. (i) sinsnld plmeis, (ii) edy 9Te UBPS, (in) supmova prodned
UBPS and (iv) UBPS produ@d by close stelar erouteB. Qucstion marks indicare
a.eas ol particuld ucenai.ty. SPs have diffculris ourlined iD SsrioD 2 a.d plancts
ot vcry loN dass hay not suryiye a SN erplosion that elec6 rhen.

The existence of singular plarets is problematic, the existence
requiring tlat the most favored models for star and comet for-
mation be incollect. However, it would appear that unbound planets
will be created automaticalty by the processes of circumstellar plan-
etary accumulation, stellar evolution and close etrcouDters. A bet-
ter understanding of these prccesses will enable more rigorous
estimates to be made as to their importance. Perhaps the best
guess that can be made for the number density of ISPS in the solar
neighborhood is ,6" > 0.1 pc 3. Over dnety p€rcent of th€se
would be early twe UBPS (unboutrd massiv€ planetesimals), the
rest varieties of late type. fhe cotrtdbutiotr of such a population
of ISPS to the unseen mass would be negligible, possibly litde more
than a milionth of that required. It is interesting, however, that
with a values of nBp/n. > 1, the nearest extra-solar planet may be
considerably closer to the solar system than fhe nearcst star.
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